Meeting # 3: Skatepark Committee Meeting Agenda

November 14, 2018

4:30 pm

PRESENT

1. Tom Long
2. Lucas Brown
3. Kirsten McWilliams
4. Darrell Rogers
5. Cybil Kipp
6. Michele Danois
7. Kate Lewis
8. Jack Gundling

1. Minutes red and approved

2. Public Comment

AGENDA

I. Location Ranking System Revisions

- We are all happy with the ranking system. No revisions are needed by committee members present.

II. Bug Light Feasibility

- Anthony is waiting for confirmation on two considered parcels at Bug Light. Can one of two groups (Historical Society or Stonyfield Sustainability) who have put in requests for land use. Anthony emailed Julie Rosenbach who organized the Stonyfield event.

- Anthony will reach out to Kathryn DiPhilippo from historical society about concrete slab

III. Review Skatepark Builder Proposals

- What should we be asking monetarily for this project? How much of a narrative should we provide? A page with narrative as to why city would benefit from a skatepark, cost, how else we would fund it, applying for CDBG funding if. Provide top four or five locations. We will also be applying for Tony Hawk Foundation funding, additional grants, local grassroots funding.

- We have two proposals from American Ramp and Pillar
IV. CIP Next Steps/Presentation Preparation

1. Writing the narrative
2.

V. Things to work on for next meeting

1. Anthony will reach out to little league about 159 Pine Street
2. Jack will ask Matt if there is a setback from the greenbelt
3. Kirsten will reach out to Lee Anne Dodge from So Po Unite to partner with her
4. Anthony will reach out to Kathryn DiPhilippo from historical society about concrete slab
5. Anthony will connect back with Julie Rosenbach who organized the Stonyfield event about grass planting project
6. Committee needs to decide whether to propose full amount upfront or whether to present in phases
7. Cybil and Kirsten will write first draft of narrative as google doc and share for edits
8. Kirsten will reach out to Brian Anderson via Cindy Asbjornsen
9. Lucas will research Vans funding and pass the bucket
10. Darrell will reach out to Surfrider Foundation
11. Cybil will reach out to Mary at Boys and Girls Club

VI. Next meeting date/time

- Wednesday, December 12th, 4:00, Room TBD

ADDED NOTES:

1. New location added to spreadsheet - 159 Pine Street next to baseball fields. Parking question? Would need to move batting cage? Need to work with little league population
   - Anthony will reach out to little league about 159 Pine Street
   - Is there a setback from the greenbelt. Jack will ask Matt.

2. So Po Unite will be reaching out to this committee to support/partner with our project. Kirsten will reach out to Lee Anne Dodge, SoPo Unite Director

NEXT STEPS:

12. Anthony will reach out to little league about 159 Pine Street
13. Jack will ask Matt if there is there a setback from the greenbelt
14. Kirsten will reach out to Lee Anne Dodge from So Po Unite
15. Anthony will reach out to Kathryn DiPhilippo from historical society about concrete slab
16. Anthony will connect back with Julie Rosenbach who organized the Stonyfield event about grass planting project